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As the world races toward its momentous end-times encounter between good and evil (known in the

Bible as Armageddon), a deepening antagonism is developing worldwide against conservative

Christians. According to a 2014 Pew Research Center report, this hostility now includes the United

States, which elevated from the lowest category of government restrictions on Christian expressions

as of mid-2009 to an advanced category in only the last three years.This trend may point to one of

the most overlooked aspects of Bible prophecy a war that ultimately pits born-again believers

against religious Christians. NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME, IN BLOOD ON THE ALTAR YOU

WILL... * Read the Global developments that indicate Antichrist is on Earth and preparing to emerge

* Become acquainted with the government report on how true believers will be driven underground *

Understand how Religious Christians are set to join Antichrist in persecuting those born-again *

Discover how university experiments prove a Lucifer Effect is concealed within all humanity * Learn

how scientists have isolated the Evil Gene that will transform the armies of the Beast * Grasp the

social implications involving technology that will be used for the final battle * Hear the new theory of

the Image of the Beast that has powerful implications about man * Walk with the authors as they

disclose the occult organizations devising psychotronic weapons * Realize what Jesus meant by the

Days of Noah and its connection to new genetic horrors * Uncover how the Mark of the Beast will

change those who receive it into murderers In Blood on the Altar: The Coming War Between

Christian vs. Christian, leading national and international researchers, scholars, authors, and

speakers share urgent information and specialized knowledge about this coming war and what you

can do to prepare for it. Contributing authors: Thomas Horn, Gary Stearman, Chuck Missler, Cris

Putnam, Michael Lake, Sharon Gilbert, Derek Gilbert, Larry Spargimino, Paul McGuire, Douglas W.

Krieger, S. Douglas Woodward, and Terry James, with foreword by Stephen Quayle.
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I love Tom Horn's work. He is a true prophet with a message in these last moments. I perceive a

godly, humble man who desires to do God's work and to bring a true message for today, but a

difficult one because there are few eyes to see these days. I was thrilled to see an alliance with

Missler, God's man for this generation, who stands alone and as godly men do, he grows even

more in humility and the knowledge of God as he ages. This is what we look for in true teachers.I

have also been called to call out apostasy in these last moments, so I am so glad when I see brave

work like this. I recommend this book greatly with a few minor corrections if I may. My first correction

is the feisty tone at the beginning from Tom Horn which is justified but would have been better if he

had ignored all the silly criticisms. When someone has no leg to stand on it is best to ignore them.

Resist the Devil and he flees, right..don't engage him.The message of the transhumanist

phenomenon that is here and is inevitable, is true but is very hard to take in for some. I have noticed

that people respond first with an insane verdict placed against you, but then open minds come

around. The scriptures speak for themselves. There is no need to get angry with the blind right now,

none. Some credibility is lost when we do and Satan loves that. Beat him at his own game and do

what the Lord says to do. Just keep speaking the truth and ignore the ignorant...let them be ignorant

then. That is what Jesus said to do. If the blind want to be blind they will be blind. If they want to

see, they will see. But give believers a chance to chew on this big bite of information.Now my

second criticism is that one of the writers is a cessationist.
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